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The meeting began on 25 February, at 16:07h. 

In the Chair: Mr Ivan BRAJOVIĆ, President of the Parliament of Montenegro and Chair of the 

Parliament of Montenegro’s Delegation to the EU-Montenegro Stabilisation and Association 

Parliamentary Committee  

The President of the Parliament of Montenegro and the Chair of the Parliament of 

Montenegro’s Delegation to the EU-Montenegro Stabilisation and Association 

Parliamentary Committee (SAPC) Mr Ivan BRAJOVIĆ opened the 18th SAPC Meeting, 

emphasising that the meeting was an excellent opportunity for the representatives of the 

Parliament of Montenegro and the new Delegation of the European Parliament to discuss the 

progress and the results achieved , as well as the further challenges in the accession process, 

and also to exchange views on key developments in Montenegro and in the region. He reminded 

that the meeting was held in extended composition with the participation of representatives of 

the Constitutional Committee of the Parliament of Montenegro and the European Parliament's 

Committee on Constitutional Affairs. He expressed his conviction that SAPC would have two 

successful working days and an exchange of views that would contribute to a better mutual 

understanding and defining further cooperation. 

President BRAJOVIĆ expressed pleasure at constantly good relations and partner cooperation 

between the Parliament of Montenegro and the European Parliament. He deemed important the 

position of the European parliamentarians, who at the beginning of their term severely 

confronted intentions to slow down the enlargement policy and adopted a set of resolutions 

requesting the European institutions to make the enlargement policy more efficient, more 

credible, closer to the citizens and based on the regatta principle. He assessed as very important 

the fact that already in January, the President of the European Parliament gathered the 

representatives of the Western Balkans parliaments in Brussels, thus sending a strong message 

on  the new European administration’s commitment to the region and its European future.  

The messages conveyed by the European officials saying that European integration remained 

the European institutions’ strategic commitment in their new term were an encouragement and 

reason for optimism. He expressed his conviction that the upcoming EU-Western Balkans 

Summit in Zagreb would agree on the long-term policy of the European Union in terms of the 
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economic development of this region, which would be a substantial impulse for the quality and 

pace of the Western Balkans countries’ development.  

The Chair of the European Parliament’s Delegation to the SAPC Mr Vladimir BILČÍK 
welcomed the participants of the meeting, expressing his hope that the representatives of the 

two parliaments would have a successful and constructive cooperation, which would contribute 

to Montenegro’s accession process. Despite Brexit, the European Union continued the 

enlargement and negotiation process with the candidate countries, therefore, in that respect, he 

expressed satisfaction with the possibility to provide support to Montenegro in the process of 

its advancement towards EU membership. He welcomed in particular the participation of the 

two parliaments’ constitutional committees in the meeting, and stressed that the largest presence 

ever of MEPs so far at the SAPC meeting in Podgorica clearly indicated the intensity of inter-

parliamentary relations and the interest of MEPs in Montenegro andits hopefully fast 

approaching accession to the European Union. He stressed that the European Parliament 

continued to support the enlargement policy and advocate Montenegro’s accession to the 

Union, and reminded that the EP’s position and recommendations on the steps to take in order 

to address the major challenges and implement the necessary reforms are set out in its 

resolutions on Montenegro. The EP’s 2020 resolution on Montenegro was expected to be 

drafted after the publication of the European Commission's 2020 Montenegro Report. 

He mentioned the milestones marking the period since the previous SAPC meeting (March 

2019), especially the elections for MEPs held in May 2019 where the pro-European forces won, 

which he saw as good news for the European Union, the region and Montenegro. He also 

referred to inter-institutional negotiations for IPA III instrument for 2021 – 2027, adoption of 

the enlargement package in May 2019 and conclusions on enlargement and stabilisation and 

association process, in June 2019, and to, in the view of the European Parliament, the missed 

opportunity to open accession negotiations with North Macedonia and Albania. He also 

discussed the Non-paper of the European Commission on the state of play in Chapters 23 and 

24 in Montenegro of November 2019, the European Parliament's commitment to the 

enlargement policy expressed also by the organisation of the historic summit of the President 

of the European Parliament and the speakers of the Western Balkans parliaments in January 

2020, and the new enlargement methodology after which, in February 2020, the Commissioner 

for Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement Negotiations visited countries of the region 

showing, also in this way, a strong commitment to the region.   

He devoted special attention to the new enlargement methodology, and in that regard, stressed 

that Montenegro’s negotiation framework would not be amended, and that the role of the SAPC 

as well as the role of all political institutions would be strengthened, while Montenegro would 

have a chance to opt in into the new revised methodology or adhere to the present.  

 

1. Adoption of the agenda 

 

The agenda was adopted as in the draft document. 

 

2. State of play of the accession negotiations and EU-Montenegro relations,  

in the presence of representatives of the Montenegrin Government, the Presidency-in-

Office of the Council of the EU and the European Commission  

Speaking on behalf of the Government of Montenegro, Montenegro's Chief Negotiator with 

the European Union Mr Aleksandar DRLJEVIĆ said that, in order to fulfil the obligations 

from the European agenda, the Government was focused on dialogue and cooperation with all 

relevant social and political structures. He stressed the importance of the Parliament of 
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Montenegro as the primary holder of legislative activities and an important institution for 

fulfilling the political criteria and the rule of law, which constituted the basis of the negotiating 

process. 

Speaking about the further dynamics of the negotiation process, he assessed as particularly 

important the completion of the procedure for electing the most important offices in the field 

of justice, primarily the Supreme Public Prosecutor and four lay members of the Judicial 

Council, and the appointment of heads of key institutions such as the Constitutional Court, the 

Anti-Corruption Agency and State Election Commission. The election of these offices is of 

crucial importance in order for the institutions to perform the activities provided by law in full 

capacity, and in order to be able to further improve the track record in this area.  

The Chief Negotiator welcomed the fact that enlargement policy was put in focus again, and 

that much-needed political support for the continuation of the reform processes of all countries 

in the region was provided through an intensive dialogue with the Member States and European 

institutions. Noting that certain forms of the new enlargement methodology have been 

overcome or already applied in the negotiations with Montenegro, he welcomed the positive 

elements it brought, which would, above all, facilitate the initial negotiation challenges of the 

neighbouring countries. 

Next, he focused on the progress in the field of rule of law. In this regard, he said that 

Montenegro set its reform activities in chapters 23 and 24 as an absolute priority in the work of 

all state institutions. He informed that majority of interim benchmarks in the area of the rule of 

law were met, and that Montenegro, passed over 70 laws dealing with this area since the 

opening of negotiations, which in itself is indicative of the complexity of the reform process. 

In addition, the institutional framework in this field was additionally improved through 

strengthening the existing and establishing new institutions, primarily the Supreme Public 

Prosecutor’s Office and Agency for Prevention of Corruption.  

The Chief Negotiator also referred to the activities carried out in the areas of the fight against 

human trafficking and the fight against money laundering. He also spoke about the activities 

carried out in the field of electoral legislation reform and the adoption of a set of electoral laws 

at the end of 2019, including the adoption of the Law on Freedom of religion or belief and the 

legal status of religious communities, and in that regard, he pointed to the Government’s 

position saying that through open dialogue with all interested parties and provision of 

appropriate guarantees, this law could be applied in a generally acceptable manner. 

In addition, he emphasised the Government’s the commitment to improve the general media 

environment. This commitment is also reflected in zero tolerance rate for attacks against 

journalists, financial support previously provided to the Montenegrin media, as well as through 

activities for adoption of new media laws.  

He concluded his address by reminding of the efforts of the Montenegrin administration to fulfil 

all obligations from the European agenda, and by calling on the European Parliament to take 

this opportunity to support the opening of negotiating chapter 8 and the provisional closure of 

chapters in which the necessary progress was made. 

H.E. Ms Zdravka BUŠIĆ, State Secretary for Political Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign 

and European Affairs of the Republic of Croatia, addressed the parliamentarians on behalf 

of the Croatian Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The State Secretary said that 

the European Union was determined to strengthen and intensify the enlargement process at all 

levels with the Balkans and emphasised that the Croatian Presidency was promoting and 

supporting the continuation of a credible and effective enlargement policy, as one of its 

priorities. She expressed her conviction that the EU-Western Balkans Summit in Zagreb would 

be an opportunity to re-emphasise the EU’s commitment to this region and its European 
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perspective. She also recalled that the Council was currently considering the European 

Commission's proposals to improve the enlargement methodology and to open negotiations 

with Albania and North Macedonia. 

With regard to Montenegro, she stated that the progress in the negotiation process still depended 

on the progress and results that the country had been achieving especially in the fields of the 

rule of law and fundamental laws, fight against corruption, organised crime, money laundering 

and human trafficking, as well as in the areas of freedom of expression and media independence. 

She welcomed Montenegro’s positive role and its contribution to the regional and European 

stability as well as its alignment with the EU foreign policy. Speaking about the process of 

reforming the electoral legislation, she expressed regret over the inability of the Committee on 

Comprehensive Reform of Electoral and Other Legislation to complete its work. She 

emphasised the importance of political dialogue and the existence of active and constructive 

participation of all parties in order to strengthen parliamentary accountability and oversight of 

the executive branch and improve the quality of legislation. 

She concluded her address by welcoming the Montenegrin authorities' clear commitment to the 

accession process, and expressed hope that the Intergovernmental Conference would be held in 

June this year, at which the last negotiating chapter would be opened. 

Speaking on behalf of the European Commission, Head of the EU Delegation to Montenegro 

H.E. Mr Aivo ORAV reminded that earlier that month the Commission had presented its 

revised enlargement methodology to drive forward this process by making it more credible, 

more dynamic and predictable with strong political leadership. This methodology did not 

redefine the goals set before Montenegro but improved the process itself. In that way, a 

possibility for a more dynamic process had been offered, and it is up to Montenegro to use this 

opportunity. Speaking of the Western Balkans region, Ambassador Orav stressed that the 

Commission stood firmly by its recommendation for opening the negotiations with Albania and 

North Macedonia, and announced that the Commission would present the economic and 

investment plan for the region as part of preparations for the Zagreb Summit. 

With regard to Montenegro’s accession to the Union, he noted that the reform process should 

be continued and that Montenegro should provide tangible results, especially in the rule of law. 

In that connection, he pointed out the importance of the existence of political will and readiness 

to put partisan interests aside in order to resolve the existing open issues. He expressed pleasure 

at the fact that the SAPC meeting was held with the participation of several opposition 

representatives and reminded that the EU had consistently encouraged all political actors in 

Montenegro to return the political debate in the Parliament, where it belonged. 

In his introductory speech within this agenda item, SAPC Co-Chair President of the 

Parliament of Montenegro Mr Ivan BRAJOVIĆ said that recent recommendations of the 

European institutions on their readiness to provide a new incentive to the enlargement policy 

confirmed Montenegro’s conviction that it would keep its leading position in the integration 

process, using the new impulse and momentum in reforms. He stressed that Montenegro would 

continue to be a reliable ally to the European Union and promoter of the European values in the 

region, adding that Montenegro proved its ability to tackle challenges in the spirit of the best 

European democratic practice.  

Referring to the current challenges in the region, he said that Montenegro was characterised by 

its resoluteness and the majority's commitment to endure in its goal of becoming a modern and 

prosperous European state. By its entire historical experience, Montenegro proved its capability 

to preserve its multi-cultural and multi-ethnic harmony of a civic society. He also noted that, 

during the nineties, Montenegro had succeed in resisting the challenges of national and religious 

conflicts, to preserve stability and ensure the progress and standards that qualified it for NATO 
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membership and the position of a leader in the negotiation process with the European Union. 

This is precisely one of the values that Montenegro brings to the European Union, as a 

successful state in the challenging region of the Western Balkans. 

President Brajović said that the Parliament of Montenegro would continue to strengthen its 

function in the system through legislative, supervisory and consultative role and directs its 

policy towards the improved implementation of the European integration process. He 

welcomed the aspiration for a stronger role of parliaments in paving the European path of the 

region, saying that for the Parliament of Montenegro it meant more proactive work and support 

in achieving tangible results which would contribute to further democratisation of the society. 

In conclusion, he said that the countries of tSouth-East Europe should not have an alternative 

to the European and Euro-Atlantic integration. Aware of the fact that the EU’s new political 

leadership recognised the integration of South-East Europe countries as one of the priorities, it 

is necessary to take the momentum for a resolute step towards further building of institutions 

and democratic system directed toward the fulfilment of the common goal - full membership in 

the EU. 

First speaker for this agenda item on behalf of the European Parliament Co-Chair to the SAPC 

Mr Vladimir BILČÍK said that Montenegro was one of two front-runners in the accession 

process, therefore it had to move faster towards the EU. He expressed readiness of the European 

Parliament to support Montenegro in the process of closing the chapters, as well as the hope 

that the remaining chapter (8 - Competition) would be opened soon. In regard to the new 

methodology, he called on Montenegro to carefully consider and decide for itself on the 

possible acceptance of the new rules. He especially welcomed alignment of Montenegro’s 

foreign policy with the EU, to which the Union attached great importance. 

Co-Chair BILČÍK stressed the existence of challenges in the fields of media freedom, fight 

against corruption and human trafficking, and in that regard, he called on all relevant actors to 

give their full contribution to achieving progress. He pointed out the open issues in the judiciary 

field, especially those related to current vacancies and alignment with the relevant GRECO 

recommendations. 

He also expressed concern over the events that followed the adoption of the Law on Freedom 

of Religion, pointing out that it was the sovereign right of all countries to pass and implement 

laws, in line with democratic principles and free of international interference. He stressed the 

importance of dialogue and constructive approach in addressing open issues. He also referred 

to the non-participation of a certain number of MPs in the parliamentary work and called on all 

relevant actors to return to the Parliament and take an active part in all institutions of 

parliamentary democracy, including elections. 

The Chairperson of the Committee on European Integration Mr Slaven RADUNOVIĆ said that1 

from the very beginning of the negotiation process, it had been emphasised that progress on this path 

mostly depended on Montenegro and its readiness and, especially, political will to progress in 

negotiations. Without going into the statistics, i.e. the number of opened and provisionally closed 

chapters, and the contribution of the Montenegrin administration to this process, he emphasised 

that the key problem was caused by the lack of the political will for achieving the progress in 

rule of law. He noted that, despite being a regional leader, Montenegro was the only country in 

Europe that had not changed its government since communism, and that numerous state 

mechanisms, including those in judiciary and fight against corruption, were influenced by 

politics. He also spoke about the political influence on the work of the public broadcaster and 

the state of play in the field of the freedom of expression, adoption of the Law on Freedom of 

                                                           
1 Even though this intervention on this topic had not been registered on the first speakers’ list within the set deadline, following 

a request addressed to the chair during the meeting, the MP spoke in his capacity as one of the first speakers on behalf of the 

Delegation of the Parliament of Montenegro. 
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Religion and the reactions that followed, and the judicial proceedings conducted against several 

MPs of the Democratic Front. He concluded his remarks by emphasising that it would not be 

possible to achieve progress in the field of rule of law, until all institutions were depoliticised. 

The following members took part in the discussion that ensued: Mr Nebojša MEDOJEVIĆ, Mr 

Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ, Mr Milan KNEŽEVIĆ, Mr Thomas WAITZ, Ms Daliborka PEJOVIĆ 

and Mr Andrija NIKOLIĆ. They exchanged views on the following: state of play of the rule of 

law, freedom of expression, new enlargement methodology, questions about the Law on 

Freedom of Religion, as well as questions about the immunity of MPs. 

 

3. Progress in rule of law, including fundamental rights and freedoms, judiciary reform 

and the fight against organised crime and corruption 

Keynote speech on this topic on behalf of the European Parliament was delivered by Mr Paulo 

RANGEL, MEP. Mr Rangel pointed to Montenegro’s significance in the region, as a country 

that could be a role model and an inspiration, emphasising that a successful Montenegro meant 

successful Western Balkans.  For this reason, he called for Montenegrin MPs to put their 

differences aside and attempt to find a common position so that Montenegro would further 

advance on its path towards the EU. This implied, on one hand, that the authorities should 

achieve significant progress in several areas, including the judiciary, while on the other hand, 

the opposition should take up a different, more constructive approach, which meant 

participation in the parliamentary work and use of democratic instruments.   

The next speaker for this agenda item on behalf of the EP Delegation was Ms Lena DÜPONT, 

MEP, who emphasised in her keynote speech that rule of law was a core element not only for 

the EU accession process, but also for the overall strengthening of the democratic system and 

governance. She pointed to the significance of establishing a strong track record in this area, 

especially in the part concerning money laundering and combating human trafficking, and 

investigating and prosecuting high level corruption cases. She voiced her regret that the 

Committee on Comprehensive Reform of Electoral and Other Legislation failed to reach a 

cross-party agreement on several reforms concerning rule of law. She also spoke about the state 

of play of media and freedom of expression for which she said that they were some of the core 

elements of the European Union and core elements of a functional democracy, and, in that 

respect, she called for achieving more significant progress in line with the principles of rule of 

law.  

Chairperson of the Committee on Political System, Judiciary and Administration Ms 
Marta ŠĆEPANOVIĆ said that the period since the previous SAPC meeting was marked by 

several attention-worthy developments in this area. With regard to human rights and freedoms, 

significant progress had been made in the adoption of the legislative framework, and more 

attention is being paid to its effective implementation. Her speech focused on the Law on 

freedom of religion or beliefs and legal position of religious communities, which the Parliament 

of Montenegro adopted in December 2019. She emphasised that the law was harmonised with 

the highest international standards and with the Venice Commission recommendations, and that 

it guaranteed the highest degree of rights and freedoms and equality towards all religious 

communities in Montenegro.  She also pointed to the conclusions of the Venice Commission 

specified in the opinion on this proposal for the law, which stated that providing a new legal 

framework in this field was a necessity that Montenegro must fulfil. She rejected the allegations 

that church property was confiscated by this law, pointing out that the regulation was clear in 

this respect, and that property was not being confiscated from anyone, because this was 

Montenegro’s cultural heritage , and, as such, the property of all its citizens. She emphasised 

that the law must be equal for everyone, even with regard to religious communities. She also 

pointed out the existence of several legal remedies that this law made available, and said that 
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the Parliament of Montenegro, through its lead Committee on Political System, Judiciary and 

Administration, would closely follow the implementation of this law, and especially the work 

of state and judicial authorities, in order to ensure fair treatment and action within a reasonable 

timeframe.       

Mr Milan KNEŽEVIĆ, MP, also focused his speech2 on the Law on freedom of religion or 

beliefs and legal position of religious communities, especially highlighting the provisions of 

this law that he considered disputable and pointing out the expressed dissatisfaction of a large 

number of citizens. He also referred to the events that preceded the vote on this proposal for the 

law in the Parliament, and in that regard, to the police actions towards the opposition MPs. 

Speaking about the judiciary, he pointed out the proceedings against him that had previously 

been conducted and those that were ongoing, and he said that, on the other hand, there were 

certain affairs, among which he singled out the “Envelope” affair, which were not prosecuted. 

MP Knežević also reminded of the judicial proceedings conducted in the so-called case “Coup 

d’État” bringing into question the work of the Special Public Prosecutor’s Office in these 

proceedings.  

The following members took part in the discussion that ensued after the keynote speeches: Mr 

Nebojša MEDOJEVIĆ, Mr Milorad VULETIĆ (Constitutional Committee), Mr Slaven 

RADUNOVIĆ, Mr Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ, Ms Petra KAMMEREVERT, Mr Andrija 

NIKOLIĆ, Ms Daliborka PEJOVIĆ, Mr Luigj Lubo SHKRELA and Mr Marco DREOSTO. 

During the discussion, in addition to the issues regarding the Law on Freedom of Religion, the 

SAPC members also discussed the following topics: fight against organised crime and 

corruption, work of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, state of play of media freedom 

and freedom of expression, state of play of judiciary, and findings from the EC’s non-paper on 

the state of play of chapters 23 and 24. They also discussed the state of play of political dialogue 

in the country, and the role and responsibility of both the government and the opposition with 

regard to Montenegro’s progress in the accession process. 

 

In the Chair: Mr Vladimir BILČÍK, Chair of the European Parliament’s Delegation to the 

SAPC 

Item 4 – Results in and tasks for improving the legislative framework ahead of and 

following the 2020 parliamentary elections 

In his brief introductory remarks, SAPC Co-Chair Mr Vladimir BILČIK voiced his 

satisfaction with the open discussion at the meeting. Reiterating the European Parliament’s 

readiness to provide support if needed, he said that key open issues, however, must be resolved 

within Montenegro. He pointed out the example of his country of origin - Slovakia - and its 

transition process, and the progress that it had achieved by making the EU accession its strategic 

goal to which all other disagreements and arguments were subordinated.  

Vice President of the Parliament of Montenegro Mr Branimir GVOZDENOVIĆ, first 

speaker for this item of the agenda, said that during the 26th Parliament of Montenegro they 

continuously worked on the development and improvement of electoral legislation, in line with 

the recommendations of the OSCE/ODIHR observation missions, EU reports, and suggestions 

of the Council of Europe and the Venice Commission. He pointed out that the ruling party had 

indeed initiated the process of electoral legislation reform, and said that in this process it was 

easily noticeable which entities were committed to dialogue and progress, and which to their 

individual political interests. He referred to the process of electoral legislation improvement 

                                                           
2 Even though this intervention on this topic had not been registered on the first speakers’ list within the set deadline, following 

a request addressed to the chair during the meeting, the MP spoke in his capacity as one of the first speakers on behalf of the 

Delegation of the Parliament of Montenegro. 
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which was conducted in 2017 and ended with the adoption of amendments to several laws: Law 

on Voters' Register, Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns, and 

Electronic Media Law. The said laws were drafted in cooperation and in accordance with the 

suggestions of ODIHR, including the Proposal for the Law on Amendments to the Law on 

Election of Councillors and MPs, which could not be adopted due to the lack of the required 

two-thirds majority in the Parliament. In line with the said legislation, several local elections 

were held, including the 2018 Presidential Election, for which, as he said, it was assessed to 

had been conducted in a quality manner. Vice President Gvozdenović also presented an 

overview of the process started in 2018 with the adoption of the Decision on Forming the 

Committee on Further Reform of Electoral and Other Legislation, which clearly defined goals, 

tasks, structure and deadlines, and which had been agreed, as he pointed out, by almost all 

political parties. He reminded that representatives of the academic community and non-

governmental sector participated in the work of the Committee, and that OSCE/ODIHR and the 

Venice Commission provided significant support. However, following numerous meetings of 

several working groups and numerous drafted solutions, for reasons unrelated to electoral 

legislation, part of the opposition had abandoned this process. The drafts prepared during the 

Committee’s work were submitted to the Parliament for consideration, which resulted in the 

adoption of the Law on Amendments to the Law on Voter Register, Law on Amendments to 

the Law on Territorial Organisation of Montenegro, as well as the Law on Financing of Political 

Entities and Election Campaigns, followed by the Amendments to the Criminal Code of 

Montenegro, which no longer classified the illegal financing of political entities as a 

misdemeanour, but  as a criminal offence. 

The discussion, which focused on the work of the Committee on Comprehensive Reform of 

Electoral and Other Legislation and electoral laws which were adopted in late 2019, the role of 

media in electoral process, financing of political entities and electoral campaigns, as well as the 

quality of the voter register, included  the following participants: Mr Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ, 

Mr Nebojša MEDOJEVIĆ, Mr Domènec RUIZ DEVESA (EP Committee on Constitutional 

Affairs), Ms Marta ŠĆEPANOVIĆ, Mr Milan KNEŽEVIĆ, Mr Slaven RADUNOVIĆ, Mr 

Branimir GVOZDENOVIĆ, Mr Andrija NIKOLIĆ, and Mr Andor DELI. 

Day one of the meeting ended at 19 h and 27 minutes. 

 

* * * 

The meeting continued on 26 February, at 9 h and 20 minutes. 

 

In the Chair: Mr Vladimir BILČÍK, Chair of the European Parliament’s Delegation to the 

SAPC 

 

5. Environmental and climate change challenges 

Ms Daliborka PEJOVIĆ, MP, first speaker for this topic on behalf of the Delegation of the 

Parliament of Montenegro, recalled that in December 2018, negotiations had been opened for 

Chapter 27 - Environment and climate change, defining the areas that needed to be improved 

in the upcoming period and would thus accelerate the negotiation process in one of the most 

demanding negotiating chapters.  The achievement of progress in this area was especially 

dependent on the existence of adequate professional, human and institutional resources at the 

state and local levels, as well as by the provision of significant funds, which were projected to 

be € 1.4 billion in this area.  
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Speaking of challenges in this area, MP Pejović highlighted the issues of horizontal legislation, 

namely the adoption of new standards, bearing in mind the continuous development of relevant 

legislative framework at the European level. She also singled out air quality, a problem not only 

in Montenegro but in the entire region, as well as inspection control that must be more adequate, 

faster and more effective. 

On the issue of biodiversity, she said that Montenegro had already reached its goals with regard 

to protected land areas (13.52 %), adding that three natural reserves were expected to be 

declared protected sea areas in 2020 , , which would improve the results recorded in this area 

as well. She also pointed out the fact that Montenegro had the opportunity so far to deal with 

hotspots which were mostly related to biodiversity, Natura 2000 concept, and especially the 

Ulcinj Salina, which is of great interest to the international public.  In that respect, she reminded 

that the Ulcinj Salina was declared a nature park, i.e. Ramsar area, and pointed to the 

significance of improving the management system of this area.  

In his introductory remarks, the first Vice-Chair of the European Parliament’s Delegation 

Mr Valter FLEGO said that the protection of the environment, namely fighting climate 

change, was one of the priorities of the current mandate of the European Commission, but also 

of a large number of MEPs. EU’s key tool of combating climate change was the European 

Green Deal, however, its implementation largely depended on financial funds. For that reason, 

he pointed to the efforts made to provide the necessary budgetary funds, in order to achieve the 

set target of having the European continent be climate-neutral by 2050. In addition to the 

provision of funds, he believed the existence of political will was key for the implementation 

of the said plan. Speaking of Montenegro, he estimated as significant the harmonisation of 

national legislation with the best European practices, and reminded that the experiences of other 

countries that were leaders in this area could be very useful. 

The following members took part in the discussion that ensued after the introductory speeches: 

Mr Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ, Mr Luigj Lubo SHKRELA, Mr Vladimir BILČÍK, and Ms 

Daliborka PEJOVIĆ. 

6. The situation of youth in Montenegro, with a focus on educational skills, unemployment 

and “brain drain” 

The second Vice-Chair of the European Parliament’s Delegation Ms Petra 

KAMMEREVERT focused her introductory speech on this topic on the findings of the 

Friedrich Ebert Foundation’s study on youth, which, inter alia, indicated the existence of a 

broad support to Montenegro’s EU accession, but also a significant percentage of youth voicing 

their readiness to leave Montenegro. Among the findings of the study, she also highlighted 

those regarding the perception of corruption, especially in the employment, as well as those that 

pointed to a high percentage of youth that considered that the education system did not prepare 

them well enough for the labour market. She also touched upon the Montenegrin Youth 

Strategy, but also the recommendations from the said study, which, inter alia, called for 

investments in education and development of youth, suppressing corruption in sectors of 

education and employment, strengthening of cooperation between educational institutions and 

companies, establishing youth clubs, encouraging entrepreneurship and volunteering, raising 

awareness about diversity.  She concluded her address by emphasising the significance of young 

people for the future of any country, especially those going through the reform process, and 

undertaking all the necessary measures to prevent their emigration. 

Ms Aleksandra VUKOVIĆ, MP, first speaker for this topic on behalf of the Delegation of the 

Parliament of Montenegro, emphasised that the authorities in Montenegro were aware of 

significance of creating a good environment for the development of young people, and that a 

large number of recommendations and measures mentioned by MP Kamerevert was already a 
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part of the regulations and strategies dealing with this area, including the 2019 Law on Youth. 

She also talked about the activities conducted primarily by the Ministry of Sports and Youth 

and Ministry of Science in order to keep young people in the country. In this respect, she pointed 

to the activities aimed at encouraging entrepreneurship, and special significance of the Smart 

Specialisation Strategy, which upon its adoption made Montenegro a part of the EU initiative 

establishing a new model of economic development based on targeted support to scientific 

research and innovative activities. She also stressed the importance to develop brilliance and 

excellence, support to excellence of young people, and the access to scholarships for PhD 

candidates which also fostered youth mobility and circular migration.  

With regard to the findings of the study relating to youth emigration, MP Vuković said that it 

was, unfortunately, an ongoing trend in the region, and that the highest number of young people 

emigrate from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Northern Macedonia, and Serbia, going 

primarily to the EU states. 

The following MPs took part in the discussion on this item of the agenda: Mr Ranko 

KRIVOKAPIĆ, Mr Andrija NIKOLIĆ, and Ms Aleksandra VUKOVIĆ. During the discussion, 

they touched upon economic and social development trends and their impact on youth 

emigration, demographic trends in the region, youth unemployment rate in Montenegro. Further 

points of discussion included the initiative launched by the Parliament of Montenegro with the 

aim to strengthen ties among young parliamentarians of the European Union states and Western 

Balkans countries - Conference of Young Parliamentarians, and the Government of 

Montenegro’s plans to open the International Science Institute for sustainable technologies in 

the South East Europe area, which would gather the best scientists in the region and Europe.  

 

*  *  * 

The Chair set a break at 10 a.m. to prepare for voting on the next agenda item. 

The meeting continued at 11 h and 20 minutes. 

In the Chair: Mr Ivan BRAJOVIĆ, President of the Parliament of Montenegro, Chair of the 

Montenegrin Parliament’s Delegation to the SAPC 

 

7. Adoption of Recommendations 

Following the vote on the submitted amendments, in line with the Rules of Procedure, the SAPC 

adopted the proposed declaration and recommendations. 

  

8. Any other business 

There was no other business.  

  

9. Date and place of the next SAPC meeting 

As announced, the next SAPC meeting would take place in Strasbourg, on 16 and 17 December 

2020. 

 

The meeting ended at 11 h and 50 minutes.  

* * * 

These minutes were drafted by the Secretariat of the Parliament of Montenegro. 


